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RECONSIDEl&z%TION OF THE GALVANOSTATIC DOUBLE-PULSE METHOD 

Fast electrode processes can be studied only by relaxation methods. In these 
methods, the electrode processes should be perturbed with signals of high frequency 

or short time m order to minimize concentration polarization _ 

One of the limitations encountered in the study of electrode kinetics with the 

galvanostatic single-pulse method is the influence of the double-layer capacitance 

at short pulse lengths. To remove this limitation, GERISCHER AND KRXUSE~ developed 
the gzlvanostatic double-pulse method_ The first pulse which is of higher amplitude, 

tl, than the second pulse, primarily charges the double-layer capacitance to the 

overvoltage required by the current density, &, of the second pulse; i.e., the 
overvoltage-time curve should start with a horizontal tangent at the beginning of 
the second pulse. Thus the current, passing the cell, is entirely faradaic at that 

moment_ The value iI/& must be found by trial and error. 

A mathematical analysis of the method, limited to cell responses of small 

amplitude, has been given by DEL--Y et aZ_"_ They correct for the concentration 
polarization occurring withiu the time, tl, of the first pulse. However, they do not 
consider the errors caused by the experimental difficulty of observing whether or 

not the cell response starts with a horizontal tangent at time tl. In the present paper 
we shall show t&at this difficulty 

TXEORE' 

seriously limits the double-pulse method. 

_kcording to DEL-AHAY et d-2, the voltage-time relation for the response of 

an electrode process, that is perturbed by a double-pulse current (Fig_ I), is: 

+ 1/ t--t1 - - 
_7E 

1) 
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(2) 

The interpretation of eqn. (I) is difficult. Therefore we shall simplify it 

assuming that ti-3 o and ilt$Za-r TO_ Equation (I) then reduces to : 

The condition, (dq/dt)c-a = o, yields 

& = &Cdrjla (4) 

If 22 = A@yCdq~. the curve will not start with a horizontal tangent, and for R < I 
the curve will exhibit a minimum at a time &, see Fig. 3. Obviously & should be 
adjusted so that this minimum has just disappeared_ This means that AT must be 
distinct for a small deviation of & from the correct value. 

a 

Fig. I. (a), Shape of a double-pulse current; (b); GelI response having a horizontal t&gent at time. 
tr_ The dashed parts of the curve indicate that in these regions the response is obscured by 
transients. 

Fig. &r (a), Double-pnlss current with aqinfinitely Z&LO+ first-pulse 1engEti; (b). cell response having 
a horizontal tangent at time $ = o_ The dash&j part of the curve indicates the region, ,&, which 
is obscured by ~transients. 
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Thevaluest,andA~ccanbeobtainedbyexpansion~mse~esoftheesponential 
and error functionsin eqn. (3) for small values of t: 

and 

(6d 

(6b) 

These equations are valid only if&t<1 and (fi+y)t*< T. These conditions will be 

checked afterwards. 

From Fig. z it can be seen that, in order to observe a minimum in the cell 

response, Aq;l/qo must have a finite value_ Moreover L must be larger than At, the 
tie duringwtich the cellresponseis obscured by transients. 

THE VALUES OF At AND &’ 

Even with good electronic design, transients, due to finite time constants of 

cables andthe cellinthe circuit,willbe observedattheinitialpart of the potential- 
time curve. We have found experimental&- thatthesetransients havebeen damped 

only aftero.4~sec. Consequently,t,mustbelargerthano.4~sec.Noto~ytransients 

will contribute -to A& but also the rise and decay times of the pulse-generators and 
the response time of the oscilloscope recording the overvoltage-time curve. If the 
ohmic dropinthe ceIlis compensatedbymeans ofabridgecircnitofD~LAnA~3,the 
value of At will be generally larger than I +ec, as a differential oscilloscope with 
relatively poor rise time must be used_ Elsewhere4 we have described a set-up for 
thecompensa~c,noftheohmic~opmwhichanasymmetricfastresponseoscilloscope 

can be used. Inthatcase AtwiUbe about0.4pec. 

The value of Aq first depends on the line-width of the trace en the screen of 
the oscilloscope, generally AT/~ >,o.or_ However, if high exchange current densities 

are measured, the compensation of the ohmic drop will be more important. If e.g. 
the miscompen_sation of the ohmic drop for the second pulse is o-05 mV, the first 

part of the curve, from o to tl, will be shifted an amount (in - i~)/iz - 0.05 mVwith 

respect to the second part of the curve, t>tl. As a result, Aq must be larger than 
o-01 7 k order -to observe a rninirnum in rhe cell response_ If the influence of a rnis- 
compensation oi the ohmic drop is also taken into account, a value ~~~A~/~o>o_oz 
seems reasonable. 

SCOPE OF THE DOUBLE-PULSE NETZlOD 

Inserting ~30-4 pet and A~/~o>o_o2 in eqns. (6a) and (6b). one obtains: 

for A=o-9: fl + 7~140 and pyb76(#J -i- 7)' 

A= o-8: @i-y=zz* BY>,9-6@ + Y)2 (7) 

A=o.~r #I -t-y<700 jTy>o-61(/5 + -/)z 
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Taking the followin, -reasonable values: n=~, T= 300 “K, DOX=D~=~~-5 

cmzsec-l, Cd = 23 - 10-a Fcm-2 and CO,* = CR* = C*, one can calculate the limits 

of &, and iO, which should not be exceeded if accuracies of IO, 20 and 50% are 

required, respectively, see Table I. 

T-4BLE 1 

A 

O-9 

0.8 

o-5 

c* KS, 
(moZe cm -2) cm-z) (cnr set-1) 

IO-7 S&-IO-6 Sg3 2 - 10-3 (10%) 
5 - 10-7 <I-I - IO-3 z.z 1-I - 10-Z 

2.5 - 10-o s 27- 10-3 =s 5-4 - Io-9 

IO - 10-a and higher - < -_ 7 2 - x0-1 

10-T <35cl- 10-e < I_7 - x0-2 (20%) 
5 -10-T < 8.8 - IO-~ <6.S - 10-Z 

2.5- 10-o and higher - < 4.4 - 10-l 

IO-' < 5.2 - 10-S < 0.26 (500/c) 
4 - 10-7 and higher =2x 

It should be noted that the error in the measured io or krh is a systematic one. The 
measured value for the e,xchange current density or rate constant is always too low_ 

A numerical examination* of eqn. (I) revealed that even if tl >o, the same 
tits, as tabulated above, are valid provided that the correction for concentration 

polarization, occurring within time tl, is performed with sufficient accuracy. This 

may be difficult if the rate constant, ksa, is large, as the extrapolation procedure 
proposed by DELAHAY~ et nZ_, is not always allowed. 

DETERhIIKA-I-IOK OF -rHE EXCHATJGE CURRENT DENSITY FOR THE Hg/Hg”+ ELECTRODE 

RE_4CTION Ix I M HClO4 

The Hg/Hgz~ electrode has been investigated by means of several relaxation 

methods and by different authors. IMAI AND DEIAHAY~ reported for I rnJ4 Hgz"+, 

an exchange current of 12 Acm-2, measuredwiththe faradaic rectification method. 

SEUITERS-REHBXCH AND SLUYTERS~ conclude from a complex plane analysis that 

ZO must be larger than 450 rnA cm-2 for I m&Z HgG+. BIRKE -&ND ROES measured 

with the galvanostatic single-pulse method an io of about 350 mA cm-z_ The following 
data are reported from the galvanostatic double-pulse method. 

c* (7nM) io (m.4 cn1-=) 

Delahay 1 Gerischerl** Ckr data 

2 420 350 700 
I 250 200 400 
O-5 180 120 200 

0.2 75 80 

0.1 3s 

* Table of exp ~3 erfc x are tabulated by FADDEYEVX AKD TERENT'EVQ. 

** These values are cixrected for concentration polarization occurring within the first pulse_ 
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The results obtained with the different relaxation methods are inconsistent. As 

regards the double-pulse method,it can be shown by means of eqn. (7) (in which, 

forCa,thevalues publishedbySL~~~~~-~a~_4~~~~~ S~~~l~~~saresubstituted) 

that the reported data contain errors larger than so%_ Therefore one may conclude 
that the Hg/Hgz'+ electrode reaction behaves reversibly with respect to the double- 

pulse method. Theinconsistency between our data for I raM and 2 rnrMH@+ and 
those of DEL_=AY -D GERISCHER can be explained by assumingthattheir value 

of AZwas larger than ours. 

The galvanostatic double-pulse method has no advantage over the single- 

puIsemethod,as~heexperimental conditionstobefulfilledin ordertomeasurehigh 
exchange current densities, cannot be realized_ For the same reason, the values of 

io for the Hg/Hg$+ electrode reaction measured with the double pulse method, 

published previously andinthis paper,have no meaning. 

SLi_MJI_%RY 

A critical examin ationismadeofthevoltageresponseofacellwhen adouble- 

pulse current is applied_ The limitations of the double-pulse method for studying 

fast electrode reactions are considered and it is shown that the maximum value of 

the heterogeneous rate constantmeasnrable with this methodis abouto.5 cm see-1. 

In this case the errorwillbe 20%. 
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